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Cotbin Davis
Clerk of the Court
Michigan Supreme Court
P.O. Box 30052
Lansing, MI 48909

Re: ADM File No. 2OO5-ll- Ptoposed Amendments of Canon 4 and 5 of the

Michigan Code ofJudicial Conduc

Deat Clerk Davis:

At its Janua ry 21,2071,meeting, the Boatd of Commissionets of the State Bar of Michigan

voted to oppose the proposed amendments to Canons 4 and 5 of the Michigan Code of

Judicial Conduct. Several concerns about both the existing and the proposed language were

raised that I have been asked by the Boatd to convey as a P^tt of communicating the Bar's

position on the proposed changes.

The Bar believes in the importance of having clarrty for both judges and lawyers about what

types of activities judges may ethically participate in. Staff comment^ry to th9 Coutt's

pnblication order acknowledges that the intention of the amendments is clarifrcation of a

i.rdg." role in fundraising events. To some extent, accomplishing this is made difficult by

eústing language that is not intended to be alteted by the proposed amendments. In
addition, some of the proposed language is impractical and apPears to place a compliance

burden on individuals othir than the judge, an obligation that seems misplaced in a set of
ethical rules that pertains to judicial ofhcers and not thitd parties.

An example of an internal inconsistency that is not solved by the proposed amendments is

contained in the currert Canon 5(B)(2), which would be redesignated as Canon 5(C) with

adoption of the amendments. The proposed p^ragr^ph would continue to prohibit a judge

from "us[ing] or permit[ting] the use of the prestige of office" for the solicitation of funds

fot an.d.t.rtiond, religious, chadtable, fratetnal,or civil organízation, while at the same time

expanding the ways in which a judge could do exactly that - by speaking at, teceiving an

^w^rd,being 
featured on a program, or permitting his or her title to be used in connection

with an .-r.ãt. The participãtion of a judge in any of the activities identihed in the proposed

language as permissible unavoidably implicates the prestige of the judge's office to solicit

funãs. It is precisely because of the prestige of the judicial office that a judge's patticipation

in a fundraiser heightens others' interest and patticipation. The potential confusion created

by enumerating some activities as ethical while retaining broadet prohibitive language could

prompt less judicial participation in charitable events as judges seek not to breach the

broader proscriptive language.
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Eq"ully confusing is the prohibition against "individually solicitfing] funds" coupled with the

new language in new Canon 5(C) permitting a judge's title to be used in connection with an

event, which arguably constitutes an individual solicitation of funds.l

Adding to both Canon 4 and Canon 5, "To the extent practicable, a judge must be shielded

from the identity of conttibutors and the amount of their contribution," serves only to

complicate matters. First, there are a number of different ways in which charitable

fundìaising drives and events typically operate that would telegraph to a participanng judge

both the amount of contributions and the identity of contributots. Programs listing donors

by categories related to the amount of a donatìon are one example. Identification of donors

by means of reserved tables at an event, for which a published cost is circulated, is another'

Ñot only is it unrealistic to expect a judge who is patticipating as a speaket, awatd recipient,

or honored guest to be unaware of such things, the language places a tesponsibiJity on

someorìe other than the judge to see that the rule is followed. "...A judge must be shielded"

places the judge in a passive role, which atguably would make enfotcement of the

þrohibition mãre difficult by perhaps creating a defense that it was not the iudge but the

ãr,ent-planrrers who faüed to apptopriate shield the judge from identif ing information. This

sentenie is even more unworkable in Canon 4(C) where exisung language petmits judicial

participation in management and investment of the funds raised. It is difficult to envision

iro- ul.tdg. who is "mznagingj'the funds would not acquire knowledge of the identiry of
contributors and the amounts of checks being processed through that management.

To be clear, the Bar supports the concept that, with respect to educational, religious,

charitable, fntetnal,or civic otgatizafions, and orgatizations ot goverflmental agencies

devoted to the improvement of the law, the legal systems, or the administtation of iustice,
judges should be able to ethically speak at events, receive awards, and be featured on

programs. But the patchwork of language that would tesult from enactment of the

þroþor.d amendments to Canons 4 and 5 set fofth in ADM File No.2005-11 does not

accomplish this without raising more questions than it answers.
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\7. Anthony Jenkins, President

I Thi, .orrfurion could be alleviated by defining what is meant by individually soliciting funds as perhaps

inpetson ot telephonic solicitation by a judge of an individual.


